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Welcome from the Chief Executive
Officer
Refugee young people seek refuge because their homes have become too dangerous to sustain them. They flee
persecution, war, genocide, deprivation, and terror. Landing on these safe shores, these young people need
some assistance and nurturing upon arrival in their new society. They need to learn the language, the culture
and routines of this new home. More than that, they need to learn how to cope with the detritus of horror
which swooped down upon their lives, its strong claws bringing nightmares, anxiety, grief, distress, fear, and
other trauma symptoms. Through creative therapy, past trauma can be disentangled, symptoms eased, anxiety
soothed, relaxation learned, and emotional regulation improved. We are thrilled to see the FHEAL Foundation
assisting in doing just that, with therapists now helping young refugees at a number of sites. FHEAL therapists
now offer service to young people at five educational institutions: Milpera, Woodridge, Yeronga and St James
High Schools, as well as at Southbank TAFE. We are very happy to be meeting our goals. It has also been
heartening to see the great support Queenslanders are able to offer the Foundation. I am grateful for the
excellent Board members, the various helpers, the generous donors and the great morale boosters who have all
offered so much to FHEAL this year. Thank you on behalf of the Foundation and the many young refugees we
are helping.
Work done by FHEAL therapists is empathic, creatively responsive, and relational. And most importantly, it
works. In the words of a student who experienced this therapy at school, "(The therapy) helped me to feel like a
new home was here. And I could belong in it." The misery of asylum seeking and refugee life is evident, and it is
increasingly important to offer creative therapy in schools to ameliorate the effects of such difficulty. The
acclaimed psychologist Dan Hughes (2014) notes the importance of relationship in aiding children to recover
from trauma. He suggests that through attachment theory and relationship-based strategies, such children can
be aided to find safety and belonging, handle challenging emotions, develop shared meaning-making, and build
trust. FHEAL creative therapy provides the ideal platform for such work, as it is pleasurably engaging, occurs in a
safe and known place , offers attuned communication opportunities, and can be immediately responsive to
young people's needs.
Humans need to feel connected to other humans. Psychiatrist Dr Stephen Porges (2014) developed the
polyvagal theory which explains that 'connectedness is a biological imperative' which can be grossly disturbed
by traumatic experiences. He notes that trauma disrupts the ability to be with others, and inhibits the ability to
regulate our physiology through social behaviour. Thus traumatic experiences can condition the nervous system
to experience friends, teachers and carers as dangerous. Fortunately the theory also offers clinicians a guide in
understanding and recognising contexts for trigger defence behaviour, and for encouraging calm, spontaneous
social engagement. These ideas support the work done in FHEAL creative therapy, which offers opportunities
for state regulation and for the activation of the social engagement system in a relaxed setting. The reciprocity
found in therapy aids in lowering vigilance and lessening fear. Put simply, creative therapy helps kids understand
themselves, and relax, in order to thrive. Our supporters are invaluable. Refugee young people are here, they
have needs, and we are ready to assist them. Thank you for accepting them as your children too, and assisting
in their settlement and wellness alongside the FHEAL Foundation.
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of suffering in young newly arrived refugees by providing mental
health service and settlement assistance.
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‘Never make your home in a place. Make a home for yourself inside your
own head. You'll find what you need to furnish it - memory, friends you
can trust, love of learning, and other such things. That way it will go
with you wherever you journey.’
Tad Williams

A Word From the Chair
In accordance with our plan and the FHEAL vision for 2014, the Board consolidated its
membership and focussed its direction in developing capability ‐a continuously evolving
process in governance and a positive reality in the appointment of a new Treasurer Phil
Wikman, whose breadth of experience and expertise have already added a valuable and profitable dimension to our
financial plans, operations and accountabilities. We have also seen Board member Janelle Paterson step up as the
Social Fundraising Committee leader, with great results.
Post the Launch, the Information/Morning Tea in February, the Mu'ooz Lunch in May and numerous speaking
opportunities,the team work,commitment and dedication of the Board,our friends and families,the HEAL team,the
Milpera community and the wider public are ALL making a contribution to the provision of HEAL services to
vulnerable refugee young people.
As the Chair of HEAL I have spoken at numerous Rotary, Probus , School and View functions to very mixed and
hitherto uninformed audiences. Our visionary, energetic CEO has used every opportunity to educate others while
simultaneously providing and managing ever expanding services on the state, national and international arenas. Her
presentations have included talks to school students, University and welfare sector groups, and school staff
generally, as well as having discussions with various school administration regarding setting up creative therapy.Thus
we are, through awareness raising, increasing the demand for the FHEAL services in an expanding number of sites
and so we are constantly striving as the FHEAL Board to raise the finances to meet the daily mental health needs of
refugee background young people.
An important future date claimers is the the FHEAL Benefit Concert to take place in the QPAC Concert Hall on 28th
August 2015.
The Board thanks and is indebted to the ongoing generosity and hospitality of Jane and Bill Griffin and to all its
members and members of sub committees.
It also acknowledges the support of the Milpera SHS in which the primary HEAL service is based.
We look forward to working together to "Help tomorrow's citizens grow and blossom".

Let us not look back in anger or forward in fear, but around
in awareness
James Thurber

How It All Began
In 2004 Jane Griffin approached Adele Rice, the founding Principal of Milpera State High School, with a big idea:
"Instead of returning to work as a teacher of English as a Second Language, I would like to bring Creative Arts
Therapy to Milpera".
A stint of volunteering as an Art teacher at Milpera in 2000 had produced masses of drawings of war scenes and
violence from the mostly African young people in class. This had led Jane to go on and study Creative Arts Therapy
with MIECAT (Melbourne Institute of Experiential Creative Arts Therapy), and this method of being with people
seemed like it may offer some relief to upset young refugees.
The work began, and a music therapist, Caroline Jones, commenced around the same time at Milpera. By the end of
2005, HEAL was born (Home of Expressive Arts and Learning), which combined Arts Therapy and Music Therapy in a
program which assisted the traumatised young people in the school to help them settle and learn. The HEAL building
was donated, as were many art materials. Creativity was seen to make a difference in people's lives.
Since then the service has expanded to include two part-time Arts Therapists (and infrequently three), a Music
Therapist, and a bicultural Teacher's Aide/Therapy assistant.
Working with a school timetable, accepting referrals from teachers, outside agencies, and the occasional volunteer,
students receive therapy in which they are able to participate creatively in working through issues of grief and loss,
dislocation and despair, to move on to celebrate strengths, better understand their new culture and settle into a
more promising future.
When Supervising tertiary students for University of QLD at other high schools, and conducting Arts Therapy
assessment for asylum seeking children in Primary schools, it became clear to Jane that other schools also needed
such a service. More hours were also needed in HEAL, but funding was very much in question, with money coming
from different schemes, the P & C, and visitors, giving as they could, or small grants or donors, or at the Principal's
discretion; or as a result of selling Gift cards. No sustainable funding source was available for this work, at Milpera or
elsewhere.
This is one of the reasons FHEAL needs to exist, to alleviate suffering by providing creative therapies in schools, to
those who will most benefit, traumatised refugee young people.

Ÿ

Arts Therapy uses creative processes, including art making, drama, and movement to improve and
enhance physical, mental and emotional well-being. It is suitable for all ages and many life situations,
and can be done with individuals or groups, regardless of art skill.

Ÿ

ANZATA is the professional association for registered arts therapists in Australia, New Zealand and
Singapore. www.anzata.org.au

Ÿ

Music Therapy is "the planned and creative use of music to attain and maintain health and well being.
People of any age or ability may benefit from a music therapy programme regardless of musical skill or
background.

Ÿ

Music therapists are registered with the Australian Music Therapy Association. www.austmta.org.au

Trauma Recovery Goals
In 2004 Jane Griffin approached Adele Rice, the founding Principal of Milpera State High School, with a big idea:
"Instead of returning to work as a teacher of English as a Second Language, I would like to bring Creative Arts
Therapy to Milpera".
1. Restoring safety, increase control & reduce fear and anxiety
2. Restoring attachment and connections
3. Restoring meaning and purpose in life
4. Restoring dignity & value
VFST (1998) Rebuilding Shattered Lives, Parkville, Vic., Victorian Foundation for Survivors of Torture Incorporated

What FHEAL Offers Through Arts Therapy

When you really listen to another person from their point of view, and reflect back to them that
understanding, it's like giving them emotional oxygen.
Stephen Covey

Fundraising and Grants
We were fortunate to receive a Lord Mayor's Community Trust grant to be applied to the translation of a therapy
consent form, so carers and parents can more easily understand the consent for a young person to participate in
therapy.
It also provided for the translation of a therapy room poster which helps newly arrived kids understand the idea
of confidentiality in therapy, in a number of languages.
Our launch took place on November 2nd, 2013, and sold out quickly. Due to the efforts of FHEAL's Fundraising &
Events committee, ably led by Janelle Paterson, it was a huge success. Our thanks to all who volunteered their
time and talents to make the evening so wonderful in the transformed Milpera courtyard. Over 200 tickets were
sold, and the night focused on the theme of blossoming- guests wore flowers in their hair and on their clothes,
and the Milpera venue was coloured by many flowers, both real and paper ones, as we reflected on the
importance of helping our newly arrived young people to grow and thrive here. Volunteer Meg Phelps produced
a most delicious array of tasty delights on the night. Thanks to Kelly's Heroes band, we had dancing as well. Great
thanks also to the organisations and individuals who made donations to the Silent Auction. The Watson family
assisted with the sale of goods on the night, as well as having Enklo printing assist with every printed item.
Thanks to Milpera staff and volunteers who assisted and attended as well. It would take the whole page to thank
every person who helped, but please know your efforts are appreciated.
In February we were fortunate to have an information morning-tea hosted by Lisa Siganto at her home, where
she and husband Greg Coghlan put on a fine spread for a large number of women who were interested to hear
about FHEAL and the lives of young refugees, from Chair, Adele Rice, and I. Thanks go to Lisa and family for their
efforts.
Another successful fundraiser took place in May, in the form of a delicious lunch at Mu'uoz Ethiopian Restaurant
at West End, and we thank Mu'uoz for their work. We had over 120 people attending. The fresh Ethiopian food
was delicious, we were entertained by the unique Riley Watson singing and playing guitar, and Andre Rice
brought along a team of students to help with raffle ticket sales. Guests learned about the way in which FHEAL
assists children in blossoming into the people they can be, given a safe place to settle, given kindness, and given
the mental health assistance necessary. It was a fun event, tasty and informative.
In June we received a substantial grant from the English Foundation, who have supplied funds for the Tree of Life
Program to be run in two locations by FHEAL therapists. Tree of Life is a program which uses the metaphor and
imagery of a tree to facilitate awareness of individual, family and cultural identity through strength-based narrative and
experiential mediums. This grant will make a very real difference in the lives of young refugees in the schools they attend,
so great thanks must go to the English Foundation.
To supplement our funds, we produce and sell gift cards and a perpetual calendar. These are available at Milpera State High
School, and can also be ordered online. They are unique and colourful, and make great gifts. Thanks to our printers, Enklo
for great production and assistance with design.

Some of our donors give monthly funds to FHEAL, others give annually. We could not do our work without the
support we receive. To everyone who has made a donation, bought cards or a calendar, or supported an event
throughout the year – thank you. Your generosity will help ensure we are able to assist more young adolescent
refugees flourish as they take the journey towards becoming happier Australian citizens.

Peace is a journey of a thousand miles and it must be taken one
step at a time.
Lyndon B. Johnson

DONORS
Thank you to everyone who has supported the Friends
of HEAL Foundation in our past year. FHEAL would not
exist but for the support of many people and
organisations including:
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Adrift
Art Shed
Blueroom Cinebar
Boot Camp Australia
The Bridge, UQ
Brigidine Sisters
Corrs
Craggy Range Winery
Crowe Howarth
Enklo Web
Inner Wheel Club,
Brisbane West
Lord Mayor's Charitable
Trust
Milpera State High
School
NAB
Ninderry House
Nook Caffe Restaurant
QAGOMA
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QPAC
Ritzy Fish Seafood
Saint John's Cathedral
Sharyn Hall Designs
Smith Family
Spicers
Village Roadshow
Theme Parks
Yuva Beauty
Juliette Cusack
Mary Hannigan
Lyndal Hargrave
Bethany Mahadeo
Fiona Medhurst
Tim Medhurst
Bernie Ripoll, MP
Ferie Sadeghi
Sue Scheinpflug
Toni Scott
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as assuming roles of personal interest. Previously Phil was a corporate advisory

Siganto

Director’s Report for the FHEAL Foundation
FHEAL Foundation Ltd was incorporated under the Australian Companies Act 2001, on 20th November, 2012,
as a company limited by guarantee.
Pursuant to Section 304 of the Corporations Law, the directors report as
follows:
The names of the directors in office at the time of this report are as follows:
- Adele Rice - Chairperson
- Tim Medhurst - Deputy Chairperson
- Bill Griffin - Company Secretary
- Phil Wikman - Treasurer
- Lisa Siganto - Director
- Tom Beck - Director
- Janelle Paterson - Director
- Kelly Watson - Director

The principal activities of the company in the course of the financial year were the establishment of the
Foundation for the provision of creative therapy to assist with the direct relief of suffering in young newly
arrived refugees by providing mental health service and settlement assistance, in accordance with our
mission statement.
The Consolidated net operating profit for the year ended June 30th, 2014 was $121, 988 a considerable
achievement for the second year of operation of this new Foundation. No income tax was payable by the
company. No shares or debentures were issued through the year. No dividends are payable to members.
A review of the company's operations during this second year of operation and the results of those
operations are outlined in the CEO and Chairman's Reports and the accompanying Financial Report.
There has not arisen any matter or circumstances in this operating year that have significantly or may
significantly effect:
Ÿ the operations of the company;
Ÿ the results of those operations; or
Ÿ the state of affairs of the company in subsequent financial years.
The company has not, during or since the end of the year, in respect of any person who is or has been an
officer or auditor of the company or a related body corporate:
Ÿ indemnified or made any relevant agreement for indemnifying against a liability incurred a san officer,
including for the costs and expenses in successfully defending legal proceedings; or paid or agreed to pay a
premium in respect of a contract insuring against a liability
Ÿ incurred as an officer for the costs or expenses to defend legal proceedings.
No director of the company has, since the end of the previous financial year, received or become entitled to
receive a benefit (other than a benefit included in the emoluments received or due and receivable by
directors), by reason of a contract made by the company with the director or with a firm of which he is a
member, or with a company in which he has an interest, other than fees payable to a director in relation to
accounting services provided.
Future operations of the company are likely to continue in the same manner, although to an increased
capacity, as they have been conducted in the year under review.

